Cookie Policy
About cookies
What are cookies?
When you visit a website it releases a cookie, which is a track that certifies your visit.
Cookies are small text files about the website you are visiting and the computer you are
using to navigate, which are stored on your computer by your web browser. This allows
you to store your preferences and monitor your activity on the site to show you
personalised information the next time you visit a page.
For o
 valmoney.com, Oval uses the following cookies:
● Cookies that are necessary to run this website (you c
 an’t turn these off)
● Cookies that help us showing you relevant Ads (you can turn these off, if you
prefer)
We will ask for your consent to the use of cookies when you first visit the website. You
will be able to manage preferences on cookies through it.

Required Cookies
These cookies are used to track use sessions and to carry out other activities that are
strictly necessary for running the website, i.e. in relation to the website traffic
distribution. These cookies help us to recognize users browsing the website and
remember their preferences, helping us to avoid placing unwanted analytics and
advertising cookies.
You can block or delete these cookies in the settings of your browser, but this may have
an impact on the correct navigation of the website.

Analytics and Advertising Cookies
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While browsing the website you may store cookies of third parties’ services, websites
and social network platforms. These cookies are intended for analytic and marketing
purposes and to enable interaction with social networks. They also allow us to display
the pages and links you visit to show you the most relevant ads. We may share this data
with other services. If you accept these cookies when visiting our website without
changing your preferences you express your consent to the storage of these cookies.
The cookies we use are listed below:
Cookie

Description

Type

_i18n /
_lang

Used to identify the default language of the website visitor

Necessary

_ga

Assigns users a unique visitor number that is recognised
when the user returns to the website

Analytics

_gid

Collects unique sessions of a visitor on the website

Analytics

_gat

Allows to record the number of visitors to a website and the
way they navigate through it

Analytics

_utma

Allows to show visitor preferences

Analytics

_utmz

Allows to analyse the sources of traffic arriving to the
website

Analytics

_outbrain

Allows to analyse traffic conversion and show relevant
advertising

Advertising

_fbp

Used by Facebook to store and monitor visits on different
websites

Advertising

How to manage cookies on your browser
In addition to what is specified in this document, you can manage your cookies
preferences directly from your browser browser and prevent – for example – the
installation of analytical and advertising cookies. Through your browser settings you can
also delete previously installed cookies, including cookies installed by this website.
You can find more information about cookie management in your browser at the
following links:
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●
●
●
●

Google Chrome - I nfo
Mozilla Firefox - Info
Safari - I nfo
Microsoft Windows Explorer - Info

How to turn off cookies
You can manage your cookies preferences by clicking on “Manage your cookies” at the
bottom of our website. You can also manage your preferences though our pop-up cookie
banner that appears when you first visit our website.

Questions
We take your privacy very seriously and are always open to your feedback. If you have any
questions about our Cookie Policy or how we use cookies please contact
support@ovalmoney.com.
You can also check out our Privacy Policy at this link.
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